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An overview of Landscape and Visual Matters for Chevening Parish 
Council and ADN Planning 
 
 
Regarding Chevening Estate near Sevenoaks, Kent 
 
“Chevening Estate Parkland enhancement, including construction of landscaped 
mounds, new planting, surface water drainage and public access”. 
 
Application Reference: 20/03660/FUL 
LPA: Sevenoaks District Council 
 
 
The application states that this is proposal is for “landscape enhancement works including earth 

modelling and creation of new parkland”1.  

 

The land itself forms part of the Chevening Estate to the extent that it is under the same 

ownership of the estate; however, it is evident that the Site (to the east of Chevening Lane) for 

which the proposals have been prepared is entirely separate, both spatially and visually, and 

forms part of the wider agricultural farmland of contrasting character, compared to the more 

private, contained walled estate with its designed gardens and parkland, which are within the 

grounds of Chevening Park (a designated Registered Park and Garden).  Furthermore, the 

existence of these strong character contrasts today, is also continuous through the historic map 

regression (even on 1869 mapping – see below) and have barely changed over time. 

 

One important change that has occurred beyond Sundridge Road (to the east and south) is the 

M25/A21, which now crosses through the landscape.  However, its visual presence is relatively 

low key (except at very close quarters close on part of Sundridge Road), even in winter months 

when there is less leaf cover, and the motorway has been relatively well integrated into the 

landscape.  The Kent Landscape Assessment recognises this since, “The embanked and 

vegetated motorway is a recent element in the rural landscape”2, and the Sevenoaks 

 
1 Lloyd Bore DAS, 1. Introduction 
2 Lloyd Bore ref from Landscape and Visual Appraisal, p.22 
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Assessment similarly confirms, “the landscape is enclosed by the M25/M26 

motorway embankments”.  The motorway is audible in certain conditions; 

however, this is not a noise reduction scheme.  

 

The application is accompanied by a Landscape and Visual Appraisal and a Design and Access 

Statement (both by Lloyd Bore), amongst many documents. 

 
Landscape Baseline  

AONB: The Site falls squarely within an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), within the 

LCA Darent Valley, in the Kent Downs AONB Management Plan3 area, which records the 

important landscape features as being, 

- Strong hedgerow patterns on valley sides 

- River with tree lined corridor 

- Much of the floodplain is arable farmland  

However, it is evident that the proposals currently submitted result in the irreversible loss of an 

important arable farmland mosaic, including the loss of strong hedgerow patterns (evident on 

historic mapping) and the loss of trees on watercourse, and the loss of arable farmland, the very 

features the AONB Management Plan seeks to preserve.   The loss of significant historic 

landscape features is confirmed on various plans (including Indigo Tree Survey/ Tree Constraints 

Plans).  As such, some of the key design guidelines and landscape character objectives for the 

AONB area are entirely compromised by this proposal.   The NPPF at paragraph 172 makes very 

clear that “…great weight should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic 

beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the 

highest status of protection….”, and “…..The scale and extent of development should be limited. 

Planning permission should be refused for major development other than in exceptional 

circumstances…”. 

 

The Kent Landscape Assessment similarly takes account of the landscape being in Moderate 

condition and Moderate Sensitivity, stating that, “The landscape pattern is coherent, flowing from 

the wooded ridge of the Downs, through the large arable fields of the lower slopes, down to the 

pastures and parklands nearer the river, providing strong clusters of ecological importance”.   

However, the study also recognises the sensitivities associated with the loss of key features, 

since “….the loss of hedgerow and intensive arable cultivation on the lower slopes of the chalk 

 
3 Extracts from Lloyd Bore Landscape and Visual Appraisal p.19 
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escarpment….”.   It also clearly states a key sensitivity as being, “…..the historic 

land use pattern is becoming indistinct as hedges and ditches disappear”4. 

The Kent (County level) Assessment (as referred to on p.22 of the Lloyd Bore Appraisal) also 

recommends actions for the LCA to “conserve and create”.  Whilst it is acknowledged that some 

of the opportunities are met (new woodland, copses, and planting links to the motorway), the 

extent of earth mounding, and unavoidable loss of key characteristics (hedges and the field 

pattern) fail to conserve the historic landscape qualities of the area.  It is considered that the 

same objectives could still be met through a redesign without loss of these key features. 

 

The Sevenoaks Landscape Character Assessment (2017)5 identifies the Site as being mostly 

within LCA 8a Upper Darent Valley – West but overlapping at the fringes of the 6a Chevening 

Scarp Foot Farmland, to the extent that both have relevance to the Site and the proposals – both 

assessments highlight key characteristics and sensitivities. 

 

6a Chevening Scarp Foot Farmland: As well as the notable historic parkland at Chevening, the 

6a Chevening Scarp Foot Farmland highlights the historic nature of field patterns, “Undulating 

slopes at the foot of the North Downs scarp underlain by lower chalk. Regular parliamentary 

fields and older field pattern resulting from post medieval informal enclosure bounded by narrow 

hedged lanes and tracks….” 

The assessment states that, “Medium scale fields bounded by a network of mature hedgerows 

and shaws. Some internal field boundaries have been removed…” and it confirms the condition 

as having, “an intact and well defined pattern of fields either side of the Pilgrims Way and intact 

areas of historic parkland, including Chevening Park, which contribute positively to landscape 

condition”.    

As such the key sensitivities of the LCA include the “historic field pattern of regular parliamentary 

fields and older informal post medieval enclosures contributes to local distinctiveness”, and “the 

hedgerow network and shaws which contribute to the local landscape pattern”, and “open views 

across the fields and to the scarps are locally distinctive”. 

 

8a Upper Darent Valley – West:  similarly, this describes a historic field pattern as being, “a 

mixture of small regular fields from 19th century parliamentary enclosure and older irregular 

fields, disturbed along major transport routes….”, and a “mixed land use of arable and pasture 

contained by mature hedgerows …”.    

 
4 Lloyd Bore Landscape and Visual Appraisal, 3.78 p.22 
5 Lloyd Bore Landscape and Visual Appraisal, p.23 to 25. 
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Topography: the plan shown on the Figure 56 perfectly illustrates the 

unchanged nature of the landform in the area.  The Site is relatively flat, with very gentle 

changes, set about the 93m AOD (falling between c.100m and 86m north to south) with no 

dramatic undulations or escarpments, which are only present in the wider area.  The contrast in 

topography is marked, since the Site lies in the shallow sides below the North Downs ridge, which 

is a dramatic natural landform rising to above 239m AOD.  The North Downs ridge forms a 

prominent backdrop and landmark in views across the area.    As such, it is considered that 

introducing new earth mounds/ bunds high above existing, ground planes to this scale and 

extent, would be a series of alien introductions to the relatively flat parcels of land currently 

bound by hedges. 

The proposals include sections, which appear to show four main areas of earth mounding and 

one area of reduced levels for a water body.  Two mounds to the north of Sundridge Road, appear 

to extend to approximately c.6m height and c.8m height above ground level, and will reduce the 

amount of visual openness in the landscape and interrupt views of the scarp on the North 

Downs, and prevent serial views of Chevening Church. On slightly higher ground to the west of 

Sundridge Road, close to Turvins Farm, the new landform will be increased by around 11m, 

exceeding the height of the adjacent residential properties and farm buildings.  Meanwhile, land 

to the east of Sundridge Road (south of the farm) will be increased by approximately c.7m above 

existing levels. 

 

Project Specific characteristics 

Whilst the report acknowledges some of the characteristics identified in the Landscape Character 

Assessments at 3.98, it does not mention the historic hedges themselves or their contribution or 

that they are a key sensitivity, or that of the watercourses which are tree lined.  

Instead, it chooses to describe at 3.99 “fairly mundane arable landscape damaged by the 

intrusion of the motorways, against the high value, high sensitivity landscape of the Chevening 

Estate parkland, Conservation Area and Church”7. 

This statement devalues the contribution of the natural and historic features and perceptual 

aspects of the Site in this sensitive landscape.   It incorrectly tries to increase the presence of the 

motorway by using it as a devaluing tool to justify the scheme in landscape terms, when the fact 

remains that the majority of the Site itself lies to the west and north of Sundridge Road, whereas 

 
6 Lloyd Bore Figure 5, Landscape and Visual Appraisal, p.10 
7 Lloyd Bore Landscape and Visual Appraisal, p.26 para 3.99. 
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the motorway lies to the east and south (albeit close).  Only the parcel adjacent 

to Turvins Farm lies adjacent to the motorway and would have been eroded by 

the M25.  The remainder of the land has always been bounded by Sundridge Road, so the 

greater part of the Site has always remained intact.  The fact is that for the most part, the 

majority of the historic field parcels that comprise this Site have not been damaged in any way by 

the motorway, they are entirely separate to it, see historic mapping below.  The intrusion caused 

by further large scale bunding and earthworks and further loss of historic landscape features on 

this Site would cause more harm to the character of the land and the landform.  At the same 

time, we would acknowledge that the proposals do successfully add some new landscape 

features (woodland copses, trees, access in the form of a new off road path etc,.), but at the 

expense of other important features.   It appears that the proposed scheme has not taken into 

account the retention or reintroduction of historic features shown below on old maps.  

Indeed, the extent of loss of natural features has not been acknowledged in the proposals, and it 

should clearly be expressed the length of hedgerow and number of trees to be removed, either 

temporarily for access and permanently from the field patterns. 

Historic Map Extract – circa 1869 
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Green Belt: The proposals constitute an engineering operation and will undoubtedly affect the 

openness of the Green Belt, contrary to the claim in paragraph 3.104 of the Lloyd Bore report.  

Both the construction phases of work, the creation of mounds and earth bunding and the long 

term level changes to the land, will without question harm the openness of the Green Belt.  It is 

not correct to conclude that openness will be preserved. 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

The proposals do not provide any visualisations or wireframes of the proposed land raising, which 

appears to be additional material extending to c.11m above existing levels.  Preparing further 

illustrative material (verified wireframes of existing and proposed landforms) would enable the 

scale and nature of proposals to be better understood. 

 

The scheme causes harm to local characteristics and features of historic value in landscape 

terms, that contribute to the character of the area in an area designated as AONB. 

 

It is clear that there may be a scheme of landscape enhancement that is possible within this 

series of historic fields patterns, but the scheme as presently designed should be reviewed and 

changed, to reflect a more sensitive approach to the historic landscape, with a more carefully 

considered review of the key historic landscape features (so they can be preserved) and the local 

impact of bunding/mounding given its current scale and extent should be removed or 

dramatically reduced to lessen the harm, 

 

- Historic mapping should form the basis for any ‘enhancement scheme’ of the historic 

landscape to provide a guide as to the opportunities for enhancement, and to limit the 

imposition of new unnatural man-made earth mounds that lead to the loss of key 

features. 

- Historic hedges and the field pattern should be fully preserved (not removed), but 

enhanced and reinforced. 

- Streamside/watercourse and associated riverine trees and vegetation should be retained 

and supplemented. 

- Retained field patterns could/should have wider margins for the benefit of wildlife, within 

land used reverted to grazing pasture or retained as agriculture. 
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- Access for local people and visitors is welcome, as to take pedestrians 

off the Sundridge Road carriageway and provide a better link between 

existing Rights of Way is beneficial; however, this should be a continuous year round 

provision to be of full benefit to the local community perhaps through a Rights of Way 

application (designation) to ensure delivery. 

- The scale and extent of earth mounding as shown is unnecessary and, if required, it 

should be far less in quantity and extent and height and only be that which is absolutely 

necessary to aid with screening of the motorway corridor.  Indeed, we are not convinced 

that earth mounding is required at all.  It may be that woodland or copse planting alone 

can provide a solution and that bunding of any kind may well be totally unnecessary, the 

same outcome can be achieved with an appropriate planting scheme.  The 1869 map 

shows the prior existence of former planting whereas bund is now proposed, it would 

simply be best to implement the planting of trees as a starting point to achieve the same 

end goal. 

- Woodland, woody copse and hedge planting is welcome and will help reinforce the 

historic character of the area if carried out in the right way and located in line with 

landscape character guidelines. 

- Open views to the scarp slopes of the North Downs and Chevening Church should be 

maintained and not blocked by introduced mounding of earth on the lower slopes 

(particularly along Sundridge Road).   We disagree (for example) with the effects 

assessed for Viewpoint B on Sundridge Road (page 47), which rightly acknowledges that 

views of the escarpment and church will be lost, but claims (wrongly) that there are visual 

benefits to be gained from the grazed parkland and water in this view – however, these 

elements will not be visible in this view (they are at ground level behind the retained 

hedge), the new element visible in this view will be the introduced man-made mounding, 

which will clearly be above the height of the hedge – this represents a harmful adverse 

effect, and is one example of a number of concerns with the proposal and the 

assessment. 

- The character of Chevening Road and Sundridge Road should be maintained and 

enhanced.  There are concerns regarding the extensive loss of hedgerow along both 

roads, where it is considered the open views sought can be maintained by regular 

hedgerow management.  For example, on Sundridge Road it is unclear/ not stated how 

much hedgerow loss will be needed for the proposed ‘haul route’ crossing from the 

compound area to the Site, but it would appear necessary.  
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Overall, we hope these comments are helpful and provide some assistance to the Parish Council. 

 

Liz Lake Associates 

January 2021 


